
This Message Is From an External Sender
This message came from outside your organization.

    Report Suspicious    

From: Tim Thies
To: Owens, Kelly (DEM)
Cc: Pawlina, Joanna (DEM); skozuch@downesco.com; Cathie Ellithorpe; Theodore Tolis; David Potter; Victoria Howland; Arianne

Barton; Joe Desanti; Debra Reading
Subject: RE: Rogers High School
Date: Monday, April 3, 2023 1:42:48 PM

Kelly,
 
Following up from my email last week, as discussed below the soil stockpile at Rogers was hydroseeded
today (see the photo below).  We will have the contractor keep an eye on the pile and reseed as necessary.
 
Also, samples were collected last week and submitted to the laboratory on Friday.  We should have the data
back in about a week or so.
 
-Tim
 

 
Timothy P. Thies, P.E.



Senior Vice President/Division Manager
Environmental Division
 
Pare Corporation
8 Blackstone Valley Place
Lincoln, RI 02865
(401) 334-4100  Ext.4137
www.parecorp.com [parecorp.com]
 

 

From: Tim Thies 
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2023 1:33 PM
To: Owens, Kelly (DEM) <kelly.owens@dem.ri.gov>
Cc: Pawlina, Joanna (DEM) <Joanna.Pawlina@dem.ri.gov>; skozuch@downesco.com; Cathie Ellithorpe
<CEllithorpe@slamcoll.com>; Theodore Tolis <ttolis@slamcoll.com>; David Potter
<dpotter@parecorp.com>; Victoria Howland <vhowland@parecorp.com>; Arianne Barton
<ABarton@parecorp.com>
Subject: RE: Rogers High School
 
Kelly,
 
Regarding the stockpile at Rogers, up to this point, the pile has been very active – being worked and added
to every day since construction began in January.  The contractor was using water (and the winter weather)
to keep dust down.  Prior to receiving the notice of the complaint you received, the owner, Pare, and the
contractor were working toward stabilizing and covering the pile.  Pare is out at the school today collecting
samples from the stockpile to characterize it – we expect to be done today or tomorrow morning. 
Concurrent to that, the contractor is shaping the pile in preparation for stabilization.  On Monday, the
contractor will be hydroseeding the pile.  The hydroseed will provide some immediate dust control, and
long-term stabilization once the grass grows.
 
Regarding the contaminants in the pile, we will have a comprehensive characterization of the pile in the next
week or so as we get the lab data back.  In the meantime, to give you a sense of the magnitude of
contamination we expect to find, I have included some of the data we collected during the site investigation
phase of the project. This data was also provided in the project NOR.  I have put red boxes around the
sample locations that are located within the new building footprint.  The samples in red were collected from
soil that was excavated and is now in the stockpile.  The rest of the samples are located outside the building
footprint and have not been excavated or stockpiled.  While we need a greater number of samples to fully
characterize the pile, you can get a sense from this data that the pile is not significantly contaminated.  We
had a handful of contaminants (lead and PAHs) above the Residential DEC, but below the I/C DEC.  Arsenic
was present in a few samples above 7 ppm (but below 9 ppm).
 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out.
 
Thanks, Tim
 



Timothy P. Thies, P.E.
Senior Vice President/Division Manager
Environmental Division
 
Pare Corporation
8 Blackstone Valley Place
Lincoln, RI 02865
(401) 334-4100  Ext.4137
www.parecorp.com [parecorp.com]
 

 

From: Owens, Kelly (DEM) <kelly.owens@dem.ri.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2023 10:53 AM
To: Tim Thies <TThies@parecorp.com>
Cc: Pawlina, Joanna (DEM) <Joanna.Pawlina@dem.ri.gov>
Subject: Rogers High School
 

 [EXTERNAL]

Tim,
 
Our Office of Compliance & Inspection received a complaint about the huge pile of
soil behind the building that is uncovered. Apparently the particulate matter when it is
dry is getting all over neighboring houses and cars. I just spoke to the neighbor, and
they are very concerned about the contaminants in the pile.

I heard that it is a huge pile, but can you do something to cover it with plastic;
and
Do you have any analytical results from the soil pile that you can send me.

I assume that most of it is from the excavation for the new building foundation,
however the soil needs to be managed.
 
Please call me when you have a chance. I am in the office today and tomorrow.
 
Thank you,
Kelly
 
 
Kelly J. Owens, Associate Supervising Engineer
Rhode Island Dept. of Environmental Managment
Office of Land Revitalization and Sustainable Materials Management
235 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908-5767



(401) 222-2797  PLEASE NOTE NEW EXTENSION – Ext. 277-7108
kelly.owens@dem.ri.gov
 


